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Principia guiding the
Ranking Web (Webometrics)
Every Higher Education Institution global coverage
• More than 22 000 Universities plus 9 000 Research Institutions, 
including developing countries currently not covered in other rankings
All the missionscomprehensive
• Taking into account new media, social tools and the MOOCs revolution, 
the Third mission (Internationalization, Knowledge & Technology 
Transfer, Community Engagement) and, of course, Research too
End-users orienteduseful
• Indicators supporting policies of transparent governance, excellence in 
the publication, open access to the results, bottom-up content control, 
commitment to new teaching virtual environments …
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3January 2014: www.webometrics.info
4Relevant facts about the Ranking Web
Authority, Purpose, Coverage, Objectivity, Accuracy
– Cybermetrics Lab is a research group belonging to the largest public
governmental (non-profit) research body in Spain
 It ranks universities, not websites
– Popularity (number of visits or visitors) are not taken into account / Web 
design (usability) is irrelevant for the ranking
– It focuses on the “weakest link” of the university: Lack of commitment to web 
publication means bad governance (and services), globalization 
opportunities missed, reluctance to open access, ignoring e-learning 
possibilities, reducing recruitment capabilities, … no option to be labeled as 
World-class University
The ranks are based on current, not old, data
– There are two editions per year (January, July) for easy monitoring and the 
fast identification and solving of the problems
 It is second oldest global Ranking
– Published since 2004, only one year later than the ‘Shanghai Ranking’
5Sources for web contents
6The Webometrics weighting model
ACTIVITY IMPACT
ARWU (Shanghai) 40% 60%
RANKING
QS 30% 70%
THE 35% 65%
NTU-HEEACT 20% 80%
WR (Webometrics) 50% 50%
7Universities analysed (May 2014)
8Ranking Web: January 2014
9Two domains: A bad practice
guap.ru suai.ru
EnglishRussian
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Main Indicators: January 2014
Log-normalized to 1 (max)
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Presence: Websize by Google
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Google Scholar: Pdf files
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Visibility: Backlinks & Domains
Google Scholar Citations: “Personal” web pages
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No Open Access Repositories …
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Problems detected
World-class status is linked to Research Excellence
– More papers in top international journal(s) are needed
• Discontinue the local low impact titles and merge the current ones in a 
large journal targeting international audiences
– Increase quality of the papers
• More publications in English
• International cooperation as a way to promote co-authored higher level 
articles
• Hosting international events, participating in projects with foreign 
partners, organizing networks
 Internationalization needs better visualization
– Web is the best showcase for the University activities, results, scholars, 
students, …
– English and (not instead) local language
– Launching SEO (positioning) actions
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Suggestions: Two approaches
Personal pages
Academic freedom
Contents diversity
Beyond the CV
Full texts
Commitments
TOP-DOWNBOTTOM-UP
Transparency
Branding
Leadership
Distributed responsibilities
Design
Homepage
CMS
Repository
Super-sites / Portals
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First strategy: Top-down approach
Web policy is key for the whole University
– Decisions are to be taken by the highest policy level, taking into account 
global strategy and not only technical issues
– Branding is central, all the contents in the web should preserve the 
institutional identification
– All the University should be represented in the Web
Suggested responsibilities
– Structure of the webdomain should mirror the organization of the University
• But with a user-oriented design
– Central management of the CMS by the Computer department
– Main homepage should be updated frequently by the Press Office
– Repositories being maintained by the Library
– Non-academic activities also play an important role
– Hosting third parties when useful for the community
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Tools to be explored
CMS incl. personal systems
Social Tools and Web 2.0
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Second strategy: Bottom-up approach
 Internal: Personal pages
– Scholars mastering the contents of their own personal pages
– Beyond the CV, updating with news, linking to full text papers, identifying 
networks they belong, describing projects and activities, plus syllabus and 
related materials
• But also downloadable CV
• Conflicts of interest
– Blogs for research topics or for teaching supporting activities
– MOOCs
External: Social tools
– Profiles in bibliographic databases (Google Scholar)
• Identifier(s)
– Profiles in social networks
– Adding contents to key tools (Wikipedia!, YouTube!)
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Summarizing
Research results in 
OPEN ACCESS
Research is the most 
prestigious mission, the 
key for achieving World-
class status
All the academic papers, 
scientific monographs, 
thesis and dissertations, 
conference proceedings 
and similar publications 
should be available from 
the institutional Open 
Access repository
ENGLISH AND local 
language
English is “lingua franca” 
of scholarly 
communication, useful 
also for most of the 
postgraduate schools and 
the internationally 
oriented information
But English is not 
recommended instead of 
local language but 
besides it
Involving EVERYBODY
All the faculty members, 
technicians, librarians, 
post-graduate students 
are candidate web 
editors
The whole structure of 
the university, 
organization, activities, 
knowledge and 
technological results 
should be reflected in the 
websites, mainly by the 
persons in charge of 
each mission
Quality
CONTENTS
International 
CONTENTS
CONTENTS
A lot of!
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Thank you!
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